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Abstract. The evolution of mobile devices and the development of high speed
wireless networks have supported a widespread use of these devices with
increasingly more complex applications. This reality has fostered the research in
the field of information visualization in mobile devices. However, the limited
screen space, resource constraints and interaction restrictions impose difficulties
to developers and users of these applications. An approach to address these
problems is to adapt the visualization to the user context. However, these
proposals are normally designed in an ad-hoc fashion and are difficult to
generalize. In addition, existing solutions are focused only in some subset of
possible characteristics of the user context or only address a very specific domain
and related adaptations. The objective of this paper is to present the design of a
framework for adaptive mobile visualization (AMV) applications, denominated
Chameleon, and the development and evaluation of prototypes that use this
conceptual-based framework.
Keywords: mobile devices, information visualization, adaptive visualization,
context-awareness.

1.

Introduction

In the last years, we have witnessed a general widespread of users with mobile
subscriptions. As of the end of the 1st quarter of 2013, the number of mobile
subscriptions had exceeded 6.4 billion with estimates to reach 9.1 billion in 2018 [1].
This is especially relevant in undeveloped countries, where the mobile subscriptions far
exceed the number of fixed phone line subscriptions [2]. The growth of mobile device
usage is also coupled with the development of wireless infrastructures. Mobile
broadband connections are becoming widely used, especially in developed nations with
more than half of the population using these [3]. The combination of these factors
means that access to information is becoming permanent, not restricted in time or place,
and becoming, in a sense, almost ubiquitous.
This evolution accommodates for the users increasing need for applications that
allow them to complete tasks that previously were only possible in a non-mobile
scenario, thus increasing the user’s productivity. The pervasive access to information is
also altering the way users search and use information. While, previously, daily
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planning was made in advance, users are now opting to perform planning choices, in
situ, using increasingly more complex services and applications. The increase in
complexity of these tasks is also directly related with the availability of much more
powerful smartphones. This can be seen in the increasing number of smartphones sold
and the fact that in several countries more than half of the subscribers already have a
smartphone [3].
Despite becoming powerful mobile devices, even the most recent smartphones have
some limitations when compared to traditional desktop computers. However, in spite of
some differences in processing power or graphical capabilities, it is the reduced screen
space and the differences in the interaction paradigm that can be considered the major
limitations. The smaller screen space means that whatever is shown on-screen, has to be
important to the user, and conveyed in an easily perceived way [4]. Furthermore, the
usability of these progressively more complex systems has to be carefully explored,
since inexperienced users will not enthusiastically adopt these services if the complexity
of the interaction and its restrictions are not removed [5, 6]. These issues are particularly
important in mobile visualization systems that are generally difficult to design and use if
these limitations are not addressed.
To address these problems many approaches have been proposed. A typical approach
is to develop context-aware systems where the user context is used to diminish the
restrictions imposed by the small screens of mobile devices and adapt the visualization
to the user context. Reichenbacher defines adaptive mobile visualization (AMV) as
concerning the adjustment of the diverse components of the visualization process, such
as the interface, the information and the visualization, to the user’s context [6]. Adaptive
applications to the user’s context are especially relevant when considered to improve the
usability of information visualization tasks in mobile devices with a small screen, and in
reducing the cognitive load that is inherent to mobile scenarios.
Although several authors have studied and proposed systems and models for adaptive
mobile visualization [7, 8, 9], they present some limitations. Some are high level
conceptual frameworks only analyzing AMV in a theoretical perspective, others explore
and cover only a subset of contexts. Additionally, existing systems are generally
designed for specific domains and contexts, increasing the difficulty in their reusability
[10].
Our objective is to propose a conceptual software framework to serve as basis to
support the development of mobile visualization applications, structured in the
components of contexts of use, adaptation objects and adaptation methods, which is
able to use and manage a broad and diverse set of contexts and related adaptations.
The first step in the conceptualization of the framework which aims to effectively
manage the adaptations according to different contexts, is to understand the connection
between the diverse contexts that exist in mobile scenarios, the objects that are typically
present in information visualization applications, and the diverse adaptation methods.
As an example to understand this relationship, suppose a user that wants to go to the
movies. Searching for a movie and possible locations can be a complex task when done
in a small screen. To aid the users in their task, the information about the movies (the
adaptation objects) could be adapted by the use of a filtering function (the adaptation
method) according to information about when and where the user is (the use contexts).
For example, only movie theaters that have schedules compatible to the time and
location of the user, and how long the user takes to get there, will be shown.
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In this paper we propose the Chameleon framework, a conceptual AMV framework.
The proposed framework uses a top-down approach, relating the three basic components
of adaptive visualization applications, namely the adaptation objects, adaptation
methods, and usage contexts, with the three main layers of the infrastructure. This
approach aims to facilitate the design of AMV applications that adapt the information,
visualization and user interface, according to a diverse set of contexts and adaptation
methods. We also present AMV prototypes that use the Chameleon design principles as
a proof-of-concept.
In the next section we describe the identification and categorization of the use
contexts that can be obtained in a mobile scenario. In section 3 we review and
categorize the different visualization application objects that can be adapted and, in
section 4 we present the adaptation methods categorization. In section 5 we present the
proposed Chameleon Framework and in section 6 we describe some prototypes that
have been developed, as a proof of concept, based on the Chameleon framework.
Finally, in section 7, we present our conclusions and the future work.

2.

Mobile Environment Use Contexts

There are several studies that explore and categorize the set of contexts that can be
relevant for a user in a mobile environment. Although these proposals suggest different
names or a different mapping of the contexts associated with each category, there are
some similarities amongst them. In the next section we will present these
categorizations in order to analyze the context dimensions that are important to consider
in AMV applications and to propose the categorization used in the Chameleon
framework.

2.1.

Use Context Categorizations

Schilit et al. [11] suggested that the different use context dimensions are divided in three
categories: Computing Context (for example, network connectivity or bandwidth), User
Context (for example, user profile and location) and Physical Context (for example,
luminosity level and temperature). Chen and Kotz [12] proposed two additional
categories: Time Context (for example, time and date) and a Context History (for
example, logs of previous context values).
Predic and Stojanovic [13] suggest three distinct categories: Technical
Characteristics of the Environment (the device and its connectivity characteristics),
Logical Characteristics of the User’s Environment (user’s location and the identification
of near objects and persons) and Physical Characteristics of the User’s Environment (for
example, light and noise levels).
Huang and Gartner [14] explore different contexts and suggest five categories: User
Context (that contains physical and mental information about the user, for example user
preferences or physical disabilities), Task Context (that describes the user’s current
task), Social Context (describing the user’s social characteristics), Artifact Context (that
contains information about the applications and device) and finally, the Environmental
Context (that contains information about the physical environment, time and date).
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Desertot et al. [15] suggest four context categories related to the management of
services in the transportation domain: Device Context (the software and hardware
specification of the device), Execution Context (composed by the dynamic execution
contexts of the different services), Environment Context (containing the user location,
noise and light levels) and the User Context (in which the user preferences are stored).
In Hofer et al. [16] the contexts are divided in two distinct categories: Physical
Context, representing all the concrete characteristics that are obtained through physical
sensors, and a Logical Context, that represents the more abstract information. A similar
categorization is proposed by Prekop and Burnett [17]: Internal and External Contexts.
The former are essentially directly specified by the users or captured by their
interaction, while the latter are captured by hardware sensors.
Finally, Han et al. [18] suggest a division in three categories: Physical Context,
consisting in the physical characteristics of the surrounding environment objects, an
Internal Context composed by abstract entities (people, tasks, emotions, amongst
others), and a Social Context in which user relations with other people are contained.

2.2.

Proposed Categorization

Despite the existence of some specific differences between the different categorizations
presented, these can be generally compared, allowing us to understand how they relate
to one another. Figure 1 shows, in each line, a representation of the context
categorizations proposed by the different authors, showing what types of contexts are
considered, and how these categorizations are mapped to our proposal. Our proposal
(presented in the last line of the table) distinguishes between contexts that are directly
dependent on the user (User) from those relating to the user’s surrounding environment
but not directly influenced by him (Physical), temporal contexts (Temporal),
information regarding the technical specs of the device and neighboring resources
(Computational), and the information about the past experience and historical data
(Historical).
By analyzing the context categorizations we can observe that there is, with only a
few exceptions [13, 15], a distinction between those contexts related and directly
dependent on the user and those that are not related. This shows the importance given to
the user characteristics in adaptive systems.
Although some classifications follow a more minimalistic approach and categorize
the remaining contexts only in one category [16, 17], we consider that it is important to
further distinguish between them because of their semantic differences. For this reason,
by analyzing the remaining categorizations, despite some differences, both the Physical
and the Computational contexts become quite evident, with most categorizations
making this distinction.
The Temporal and Historical contexts are less evident in the categorizations.
Concerning the former, although the corresponding contexts are present in quite a few
categorizations, it is only considered as a separate category in Chen’s proposal,
similarly, regarding the latter it is also only clearly presented in Chen’s categorization
[12]. Although both could be seen as smaller sets of contexts, we have considered these
context categories, as they are crucial to AMV applications.
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Fig. 1. Different proposed context categorizations

For this reasons, the categorization of mobile contexts [19] that we propose in the
Chameleon framework, combines the proposal made by Schilit et al. [11] and Chen et
al. [12] since they encompass the most comprehensive categorization of mobile contexts
of use. We chose to expand the notion of Context History from Chen, which considers
the historical values of the contexts, and increasing the scope of the Historical Context,
to encompass all the data that relates to previous events and user experiences.
We identified five categories (Fig. 2): User Context, Physical Context, Temporal
Context, Computation Context and Historical Context, which we briefly describe below,
and present some of the contexts and the methods to obtain them.

 User Profile
 Spatial Contexts
 User Task and Goal

 Previously Visited Locations
 Previous Choices
 Past Experience

 Device Specifications
 Network Connection
 Available Resources

 Hour and Date
 Week Day
 Season of the year

 Visual and Sound Contexts
 Weather Conditions
 Surrounding Environment

t

Fig. 2. Categorization of the contexts of use

User Context: This category contains the context dimensions that are related to the
users and depend directly from them. These include the user’s profile information and
can be configured directly by the user or obtained using information available in the
user’s social network accounts. Normally this context contains information about the
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user’s age, gender, nationality, proficiency in the use of mobile devices, disabilities,
general preferences of the user among others.
Other types of user context are the spatial characteristics of the user. These include
the user’s location, which can be calculated using global positioning systems or inferred
with the use of other sensors integrated in the mobile device; orientation information,
obtained using the device’s digital compass and gyroscopes; and the speed and
acceleration, acquired using the location shifts or the accelerometer.
Lastly, information about the user’s current task is also categorized as a user context
that might be manually specified by the user or it could be inferred using information
from the user’s calendar or historical contexts.
Physical Context: The physical contexts are those that are not directly influenced by
the user. Information about the light conditions and noise levels at the user’s location
can be obtained using the mobile device light sensor and microphone. In the same way,
the current weather conditions near the user might be calculated using sensors such as
the barometer, thermometer or hygrometer, present in some devices, or, in their
absence, obtained through the use of a weather web server available online. Similarly,
traffic conditions, can be obtained in online servers, usually associated with the map
servers.
Temporal Context: Obtained using the device’s internal clock and calendar. They
might be lower level, for example, the current time or date, or higher level, such as, the
day of the week, season of the year, or information about the current day (for example,
is it a holiday or matches a specific event).
Computation Context: The computation context category is related to the technical
specifications of the mobile device, its wireless data connections and the identification
of neighboring resources, such as printers, computers, or other mobile devices, that
could be connected to the device.
The majority of the device specifications can be obtained during the installation
phase. They include the type and processing capability of the device’s processor,
memory and storage capacity, graphical specifications, such as the screen size,
resolution and pixel density, and the available types of interaction peripherals.
Information about the data connections should be obtained in real time for specifications
that are dynamic, such as the currently available connection quality or the available
bandwidth. Finally, the presence of devices in the vicinity of the user could be obtained
using wireless protocols such as, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or Universal Plug and Play, among
others.
Historical Context: The historical context consists of a record of the user’s previous
history and should be obtained by the use of recorded logs. These logs may consist, for
example, in a list of places the user has previously visited or previous queries and the
choices that derived from them.
After exploring the variables that influence the adaptation process (use context) it is
important to analyze the existing literature regarding the aspects (adaptation objects) of
AMV systems that can be adapted based on the use context or in response to variations
in the use context. In the next section we will describe the main objects that exist in
mobile visualization applications and the related adaptation techniques.
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Mobile Visualization Application Objects

We have analyzed two existing proposals that suggest a categorization for the
adaptation objects in the AMV systems discussed above.
Predic et al. [13] propose three distinct categories: Display of Information and
Services (in which adaptations are made to the information and the way it is presented,
and also to the available services), Automated Execution of Commands (for example,
recalculating a route when identifying that the user has missed an exit) and Storage of
Contextual Information (which allows the application to automatically extract the users
preferences).
Despite having a focus on cartographic information, Reichenbacher states that
adaptation objects are all the elements that can be altered by the user or the applications,
according to the use context [7]. The author proposes three different categories:
Visualization (for example, the map style or the position and size of graphical
elements), User Interface (for instance, which map functions are available) and
Geospatial Information (how much cartographical data is considered, and what area it
related to).
Although the two presented categorizations appear to follow slightly different
approaches (i.e. one more related to the type of each object, and the other to the
different types of adaptation), they do partially match each other. “Display of
Information and Services” closely relates to the “Visualization” category, “Automated
Execution of Commands” is partially related to the “User Interface”, and, in a sense,
“Storage of Contextual Information” includes the “Geospatial Information”.
Our aim is to propose an information visualization framework that facilitates the
development of AMV applications with a broader scope of types of information, not
only limited to geospatial information and map based applications. For this reason, our
approach is based on the one proposed by Reichenbacher, but generalizing it to allow
the design of AMV systems without limitations in the selection of the adaptation
objects. For this reason, we consider three categories: Information, Visualization and
Interaction.
The Information Objects category contains the data (not only geospatial) that is
obtained by the AMV application and that will potentially be shown to the user or used
by the system, and the specification of how the information was searched and the type
of filtering used, how much information is obtained and how it is ranked.
The Visualization Objects comprise the graphical elements that are directly related
to the information visualization on the device, i.e. the actual information that is
visualized by the user. Examples of visualization objects are the type of codification
used for the graphical elements, the position, size and color of the symbols used, and
how these are arranged on the screen and what type of iconography is used and its level
of detail.
Although, as will be described in the next section, adaptation for the two categories
are substantially different, many of their actual adaptation objects are usually tightly
coupled together. For this reason, when considering the objects we have chosen to
aggregate the two categories in an Information Presentation category.
Finally, the Interaction Objects are those that are directly related to the interface of
the AMV applications. Examples of these objects are the different types of peripherals
used to input data and the different modes in which they are used.
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Mobile Visualization Adaptation Methods

Adaptation methods are the techniques used to adapt the adaptation objects in response
to the variations of the different contexts. We are going to analyze the most relevant
adaptation methods using a matrix that relates the different categories of context to the
categories of object they adapt [19]. The possible combinations are shown in Figure 3.
For simplicity, these methods are grouped by the context category they adapt to.

Fig. 3. Adaptation methods matrix

User Context: Concerning the user profile, characteristics such as age, language and
nationality may influence the Visualization used and Information presented, adapting,
respectively, the type of graphics used, the language and time definitions and the
currency. The type of Interaction may also be adapted according to the experience in
using the device and the application, the disabilities and the preferences of the user.
Through these contexts it is possible to present more complex interfaces, or more
simple ones, depending on the user’s needs and capabilities. Lastly, the Information
presented can also be adapted according to the user interests, the locations he has
marked as important (for example, his home and work place) and also cultural and
social elements.
Regarding the spatial characteristics, the location context allows to show Information
about what is near the user. In the same way, the orientation context of the user can be
used to show only the information about what is in front of him, or related to what the
user is looking at. Likewise, properties such as speed, acceleration and the type of
movement done by the user, may be used, not only, to calculate where the user is
headed and to estimate how long he will take to arrive there, but also to adapt the way
information is Visualized (for example, reducing the magnification of a map as the
speed increases) or the type of Interaction available (for example, using different
techniques to select objects on the screen whether the user is walking or running). The
geographic proximity of friends and family can be used to assist the search for locations
that are in the proximity of the groups of users.
Finally, the knowledge about the task the user is engaged in can be used to present
the most relevant Information that can be most helpful to aid the user in what he/she is
doing.
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Physical Context: Information about lighting conditions and noise levels, in the
surroundings of the user location, are important to adapt the way information is
Visualized by the user. The lighting conditions context can enable the application to
adapt the colors used and the screen’s brightness and contrast in a way that it may
enhance the information displayed and be correctly understood. Concerning the noise
levels, it is possible adapt the Interaction by increasing or reducing the volume of the
device depending whether the user is, respectively, in a noisy or silent location.
The information about the weather conditions can be used to show different
Information. If the user is, for example, looking for a restaurant, in a sunny day with
warm temperatures, the application may raise the relevance of a restaurant with a
terrace, and the reverse if it is cold and rainy. In a similar way, it is possible to filter the
information presented to the user, using information about the surrounding
environment. For example, if the user is near the sea, the application could show
beaches or museums if the user is near a touristic area. Additionally, using the current
traffic conditions, as is already done in systems like TomTom [20], makes it possible to
suggest alternative information that allows the user to avoid crossing locations that have
heavy traffic.
Temporal Context: The temporal information may allow different types of adaptation.
The Visualization of information (for example, the colors and icons used) can be altered
depending on the time of the day (for example, using different colors whether it is night
or day), as used in some navigation and astronomy software [20, 21], among others.
Using the local time context, it is possible to filter the presented Information, taking
into account the schedules of the locations and whether they are open or close.
Similarly, the presentation of information about events may take into account the
current date and omit information that is still a long time away.
Computation Context: The knowledge of the characteristics of the device may enable
the application to proceed with different types of Visualization and Interaction
adaptations: the computational load of the application may be adjusted by disabling
complex features if the device is less powerful or is currently overloaded; the detail and
size of the icons may be increased or reduced depending on the size and resolution of
the screen; and alternate modes of interaction may be applied depending on the devices
available.
The network characteristics may be used to allow a better use of the available
resources, through the use of a cache and by choosing the best time to obtain the needed
data. Regarding the cost of using the network connection, this information allows the
application to know whether to give priority to speed (in case of billing by time) or to
prioritize the reduction of the amount of data (in case of billing by amount of traffic).
Finally, the use of the information about the nearby available resources (printers,
screens among others) may allow a better interconnection of the mobile devices with the
different devices in its vicinity.
Historical Context: The analysis of the historical context of the previous uses of the
application may allow, in combination with other contexts, to predict the needs of the
user and automatically suggest the most relevant Information at each moment.
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Adaptive Mobile Visualization Framework

Some research has already explored AMV (Adaptive Mobile Visualization)
frameworks. Reichenbacher suggests the outline of a conceptual framework for the
adaptation of the display of geo-referenced information in mobile environments [22]. In
this framework, the key elements identified are the user, the context and the current
task.
Reichenbacher distinguishes between adapted visualization, where tools are offered
to the users, so that they may change the characteristics of the visualization displayed,
and adaptive visualization, where the display characteristics are automatically adapted
using information about the current contexts of use [7]. The basic building blocks of an
adaptive cartographic visualization application are identified as the context dimensions,
the objects that can be adapted, and the adaptation methods. This framework
Tonder et al. [23], propose a model that incorporates an adaptive interface in the
design of a map visualization system for mobile devices. This model consists of four
main components: A “Data Model” that contains the information being displayed in the
system; a “Knowledge Base” that manages and obtains the four different types of
context used (namely user profile, user task, time and location); the “User Monitoring
and Modeling Component”, which is responsible for accepting the user interaction data,
and to automatically determine the user’s preferences and behavior; and the “Adaptation
Engine” that manages the adaptations of the visualization (visual representations, detail
and zoom level), information (filtering) and interface (menu options).
Panagiotakopoulos et al. [24] describe a context-aware platform for monitoring
patients suffering from special phobias. An ontology based context model was designed
that uses a diverse set of contexts to be able to provide a complete set of data that
describes the current situation of the patient. The proposed framework is composed by
six main components: “Context Providers” that are responsible for obtaining the diverse
context data from the sensors and external sources; an “Aggregating Agent” that gathers
all the data obtained from the context providers and analyses which data is useful; an
“Inference Agent” that interprets the data from the previous component to generate high
level contexts; a “Profile Agent” responsible for managing the profile information about
the patients; a “Service Adaptation Agent” that queries the two previous agents to
decide which actions should be taken; and finally the “Service Coordination Agent”
responsible for managing the communication between the different agents present in the
framework.
Dobre describes the CAPIM, Context Aware Platform using Integrated Mobile
services [25]. This platform uses an architecture with four different layers. The first
layer is responsible for collecting the context information, the second layer stores and
aggregates the different contexts, the third layer contains context-aware execution rules
and, lastly, the fourth layer comprises the visualization and user interaction.
Finally, Kuflik et al. [26] present a framework for context aware communication in
visitor’s guides. This framework uses information from four different contexts:
Contextualized Information, which consists, for example, on information about the
exhibits in a museum; Spatial Context, which is the visitor’s current location; Temporal
Context, which encompasses the current time and visit phase and duration; and finally,
the Social Context, which refers to the role of a user inside a group.
Although there are already several proposals for adaptive systems and frameworks,
most of them are still too much focused on very specific context dimensions, being built
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with only these contexts in mind and, thus, hindering their potential of being expanded
with richer context dimensions. Furthermore, the systems that do use other contexts are
usually developed for a very specific domain and, as a consequence, are organized in a
way that, although it might excel at those specific goals, is not really capable of being
replicated in different domains and scenarios.
Our aim is to propose a framework for the creation of AMV applications that can
solve, or at least minimize, the previously stated limitations. For this reason, we propose
the Chameleon framework designed to support the development of AMV applications
that can use a broad set of contexts, and also allow additional contexts to be easily
added at any given time. Additionally, the framework also was designed to allow its use
in different domains and scenarios, involving also the generalization of the concepts of
adaptation objects and adaptation methods.
The architecture of the Chameleon framework model (Fig. 4) consists of three main
layers, described in the next sections, which correspond to the management layers of the
adaptation objects (top blue), the adaptation methods (middle green) and the usage
contexts (bottom red).
MOBILE
DEVICE
2D / 3D INTERFACE

MIXED INTERFACE

...

AUGMENTED
REALITY INTERFACE

USER INTERFACE

INFORMATION
PRESENTATION
VISUALIZATION

Adaptation Objects
Management Layer

UI CONTROLS

INFORMATION

ADAPTATION
LAYER

VISUALIZATION
ADAPTATION

INFORMATION
ADAPTATION

INTERACTION
ADAPTATION

Adaptation Methods
Management Layer

CONTEXT MANAGEMENT MODULES
USER

PHYSICAL

TEMPORAL

HISTORICAL

COMPUTATIONAL

CONTEXT INFORMATION RETRIEVAL MODULES

Web

LOGS
Personalization / Task

Hardware
Sensors

Instalation-Time Configuration
and Files

Context
WebServers

Usage Contexts Management Layer
Fig. 4. Chameleon framework (detailed view of each layer in Fig. 5, 6 and 7)

5.1.

Adaptation Objects Management Layer

The Adaptation Objects Management is the first layer of the Chameleon model where
we consider three distinct primary interfaces: one consisting on a display of information
in 2D/3D (for example, a map representing the neighborhood of the user), another in
which the information is presented using augmented reality techniques and, finally, a
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mixed interface in which both types of visualization displays are used simultaneously
(Fig. 5). It should be stressed that the interface types available are not exhaustive and
that, since many objects are common to all interfaces, the organization of the framework
with additional interfaces would not change.
Thus, the diverse elements that compose these distinct interfaces form the set of
adaptation objects. For these, management is divided in two modules: User Interface
Controls and the Information Presentation module. The former is responsible for the
objects that are directly related to the interaction controls of the interface and the
Information Presentation module (corresponding to the information and visualization
categories of adaptation objects), is responsible for both the information objects
themselves, and the objects that relate to how the information is visualized.
As was discussed earlier, despite being different objects and associated with different
adaptation methods, we have chosen to incorporate both information and visualization
in the same module since they are usually coupled together. In this module, each
adaptation object is responsible for knowing and calling the related adaptation methods.
2D / 3D INTERFACE

MIXED INTERFACE

...

AUGMENTED
REALITY INTERFACE

USER INTERFACE

INFORMATION
PRESENTATION
VISUALIZATION

UI CONTROLS

INFORMATION

Fig. 5. Adaptation objects management layer

5.2.

Adaptation Methods Management Layer

Regarding the Adaptation Methods Management Layer, it consists in three modules that
are responsible for the different types of adaptation (Fig. 6). This way, the interaction
adaptation module is responsible for managing the adaptations of objects directly
related with the user interface control. The information adaptation module and the
visualization adaptation module will manage the information and visualization
adaptations, respectively, requested by the adaptation objects that correspond to the
information presentation module.
ADAPTATION LAYER

VISUALIZATION
ADAPTATION

INFORMATION
ADAPTATION

INTERACTION
ADAPTATION

Fig. 6. Adaptation methods management layer

The adaptation modules are responsible of informing the related adaptation objects, if
there is an adaptation available and, in this case, are responsible for choosing the most
suitable adaptation method. To allow this, each adaptation method will be responsible
for implementing different versions of the adaptations, allowing for some flexibility
according to the type and value of the available contexts.
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As an example, an adaptation method that changes the symbols displayed on screen
according to whether it is night or day might perform differently if information on the
light conditions surrounding the user is also an available use context. For example, it
may be night, but the user may be in a well-lit environment, or vice-versa.

5.3.

Use Contexts Management Layer

The layer responsible for managing the contexts is composed of two sub layers: Context
Management Modules and Context Information Retrieval Modules (Fig. 7).
CONTEXT MANAGEMENT MODULES
USER

PHYSICAL
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COMPUTATIONAL

CONTEXT INFORMATION RETRIEVAL MODULES

Context
WebServers

Web
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Hardware
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and Files
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Mic.
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...

Other
Sensors

Social
Weather
Interaction
Server
Server

Map
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Fig. 7. Usage contexts management layer

The Context Information Retrieval Modules are responsible to define the access to
the different sources of contextual information. They communicate directly with these
sources and, for this reason, consist mainly on low level contexts. Since the types of
communication can differ greatly, we divided these modules into five groups, each of
which communicate with different types of sources of contextual information: internal
databases in which historical records are stored, a set of dynamic files that contain
personalization information and information about the user’s current task, fairly static
files created in installation time and configuration, a set of hardware sensors integrated
with the mobile device and, a set of context servers available by using a wireless data
connection. These modules are also responsible for communicating updates of the
context, either at specified intervals, or whenever the context is changed.
The Context Management Modules are responsible for using the different lower level
context values, obtained from the Context Information Retrieval Modules, and
communicate these values to the adaptation methods. These modules may use, and
transmit, information from only one lower level module or they may aggregate
information about several lower level contexts, and fuse them into a higher level
context. As an example, if we consider a higher level context: Weather Conditions that
can have values, such as, “summer day” or “rainy day”, it will be calculated in the
respective Context Management Module using information from lower level Context
Information Retrieval Modules: namely the Temperature, Humidity, Precipitation and
so on, obtained from the device sensors.
Using the taxonomy proposed in [27] we can classify our context management layer
as using a General Model with an Object Oriented approach. Furthermore, the
Chameleon framework provides support for Context Data History, being able to
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maintain a log of the different contexts available and use this information as a
Contextual source itself. As was explained above, it also allows Context Data
Aggregation, by fusing different lower level contexts into a higher level one. Finally, we
also allow Context Data Filtering, both time-based, where the context values are
communicated at specific time intervals, or change-based, where the contexts are only
communicated to the higher layers when changing.

5.4.

Flow of Information

Every layer in the Chameleon framework communicates directly with the ones above or
below. An application based on this framework model will consist of a set of diverse
objects, which may, or may not, be intended for future adaptation. These objects are
categorized depending on their type as Visualization, Information or Interaction objects.
Each object may have a set of adaptation methods to which they are associated.
These adaptation methods have the responsibility to decide when to adapt the objects
and also to retrieve contextual information from the lower level, either to decide if it is
time to perform an adaptation, or to identify how the adaptation should proceed.
The adaptation methods request contextual information from the Context
Management Modules responsible for the type of context required. These Context
Management Modules are, in turn, responsible for retrieving the necessary contextual
information from the different Context Information Retrieval Modules that
communicate with the information sources. After obtaining the required information,
the Context Management Modules can either relay the unprocessed lower level contexts
(for example, time or temperature), or process a set of different contexts into a higher
level and more complex one (for example, using information from the GPS and
accelerometer, state if the user is walking or driving).
As an example of a possible flow of information using the Chameleon Framework,
considering a mobile application for the visualization of restaurants drawn in a map that
is adapted to the user location and the surrounding weather conditions. Fig. 8 represents
the adaptation matrix, with the contexts involved and the objects that are adapted.
We have an adaptation object “Restaurant Results”, which consists on the actual
information about the existing restaurants in the vicinity of the user. This information
object, will then call an adaptation method to filter which information is displayed in
different locations and weather scenarios. Fig. 9 highlights the components of the
Chameleon framework that are used in this example.
The adaptation method will then request the Physical – Weather Context
Management Module for the required contextual information. The Weather Context
module will be responsible for communicating with the lower level, asking the sensors
present in the device or, alternatively, a weather server, available through the Internet,
to calculate which weather conditions are present in the user surroundings.
After obtaining the necessary information, the Weather Context Management
Module should return the obtained / calculated information to the adaptation method
that called it. This method, after receiving the context information will then be able to
select which results are more relevant for that specific weather scenario. For instance, if
it is sunny and warm, restaurants with a seafront might be more relevant than if it is
raining or cold.
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Fig. 8. Adaptation matrix for restaurant example
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Fig. 9. Information flow example

The proposed conceptual framework was applied in the development of some
prototypes that were developed for diverse systems and devices. For this reason the
Chameleon framework was developed both for the Windows Mobile 6.1 system, using
.Net Compact Framework, and for the Android OS, versions 2.3.1 – 4.1.2, using the
Android SDK.
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Prototypes of AMV Applications

In this section we describe the prototypes developed, based on the Chameleon
framework model, which evaluated the use of different contexts and proposed new
visualization and information adaptation methods. These visualization applications are
described below and categorized using the adaptation matrix described in Fig. 3. All the
prototypes have been evaluated using usability studies, detailed in their respective
references.
Adaptation to User Location and Orientation: We developed and evaluated an AMV
application that allows users to search for points of interest (PoI) using a mobile device,
while using information about their location and orientation to aid in the point of
interest identification [28]. The adaptation matrix for this prototype has Information
(PoI results) and Visualization (Compass, PoI pictures) objects being adapted to User
Contexts, namely the location and orientation.
The location and orientation contexts are obtained through the use of position (GPS)
and orientation (digital compass) sensors. The developed application includes an
augmented reality interface that shows the surrounding points of interest marked in a
compass rose, representing the vicinity of the user, giving, to the user, clues about other
existing results (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Location and orientation adaptation prototype

The information about each PoI is adapted according to where the user is pointing the
device. To help the user identify and associate the existing PoI to their physical
counterparts, stored pictures of these points are used. In each instance, the pictures of
the PoI that were taken closest to the current location and orientation of the user are
shown. The addition of these pictures helps the user to compare what s/he is currently
seeing in the real world, and correctly identifying the shown point of interest.
Adaptation to
application that
displayed about
matrix for this

Indoor Environment: We developed and evaluated an AMV
uses the user’s indoor location context to adapt the information
the points of interest that exist in their vicinity [29]. The adaptation
prototype has Information (Room Information) and Visualization
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(Building Map) objects being adapted to User Contexts (Acceleration, Orientation and
the Indoor Location).
To be able to correctly identify the position of the user, we proposed an indoor
positioning method that does not need previously installed physical infrastructures in a
building. Furthermore, this approach does not need external sensors, avoiding the
restriction of the user’s natural movements when using a mobile device and walking
indoors. The developed application allows the position of users inside a building to be
inferred from the movement done by the user (Fig. 11a). To achieve this goal we use the
mobile device’s accelerometer to detect when the users takes a footstep, and the digital
compass to determine the direction of each footstep. Using this information and the
knowledge of the buildings floor plan we can calculate with an acceptable accuracy the
indoor location of the user.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. (a) Indoor positioning AMV prototype (b) Adaptive recommendation AMV prototype

Adaptation to Mixed Environments: The previous algorithm was itself adapted by
contextual information obtained when the user is outdoors [30]. The use of these
contexts allow adaptations to be made to the parameters of the indoor positioning
algorithm, to allow a better match to the way each user walks at any given time, while
also compensating for differences between indoor and outdoor movements.
Furthermore, this AMV application prototype aims to be used in mixed environments
(indoor and outdoor), automatically adapting the type of interface used, according to the
type of environment the user is in.
The adaptation matrix adapts Information (PoI Results, Room Information) and
Visualization (Type of Interface, Building Map) objects to User Contexts (Acceleration,
Orientation, Outdoor Location, Speed and Step Size, Indoor Location).
Adaptation to Historical Context: An AMV application for the visualization of points
of interest on a 2D map interface was tested [31]. This application explores the use of
adaptation methods to filter the points of interest shown to the user, depending on their
relevance (calculated using the location context and the user’s search preferences),
filtering out the less relevant ones. Additionally, the iconography is also adapted, taking
into account the relevance of the points of interest their location relative to other icons,
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while the graphical symbols are adapted to represent more than one point of interest
while conveying the most relevant ones.
More recently, in [32] we evaluated an enhanced version of the point of interest
relevance calculation. This adaptive recommendation algorithm uses contextual
information about location, areas of interest, time and temporal distance, and historical
context of previous searches to improve the relevance calculation that was previously
done.
The adaptation matrix for this prototype adapts Information (PoI Relevance and
Filtering) and Visualization (Presented PoI, PoI Symbols) objects to Historical (Past
Searches and Choices), Temporal (Time and Date) and User (Location) contexts.
This prototype presents the most relevant points of interest drawn over a map,
showing their relevance and how much time the user would need to get to those
locations (Fig. 11b).

7.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the Chameleon framework using a top-down approach
matching the three main building blocks of adaptive information visualization
applications, namely: adaptation objects, adaptation methods and contexts of use with
the framework’s three main layers.
The proposed framework has the goal of being sufficiently generic to allow a
comprehensive set of contexts to be used, allowing contextual information to be
obtained from diverse sources, whether directly from the device sensors, databases, or
from online contextual servers. Furthermore, the layered structure of the framework
model allows a high degree of independence between the modules in each layer,
permitting their reuse in different applications and domains.
We have applied the proposed model in the development and evaluation of several
AMV applications, using diverse contexts and have proposed different adaptation
methods.
Regarding future work, we intend to enrich our framework by proposing new AMV
applications based on the Chameleon and that explore novel visualization adaptation
methods that use other diverse contexts. As an example, the type of environment where
the user is at (for example, in an industrial zone, in the middle of a park, near a beach)
can be used to adapt the type of information that is presented as well as how it is
presented. To this purpose, we are also currently working on new modules to obtain
new types of contextual information.
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